Thought Space Wānanga—A Kaupapa Māori Decolonizing Approach to Research Translation
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Abstract: This paper discusses an indigenous Māori approach, named Thought Space Wānanga, for sharing knowledge and accelerating the translation of research into practical outcomes through transformational practices, policies, and theory development. In contexts such as New Zealand, there is an increasing demand on all publicly funded researchers to demonstrate the impact of their research and to show pathways for achieving social and economic outcomes from single, focused projects. Knowledge translation is the most common term used to describe the link between research and impact and the process of turning research into results. While it is highly debatable whether planning for this at the front end of research will necessarily lead to such high-level outcomes being achieved, many indigenous researchers aim for their research to be translated into real world positive outcomes for indigenous communities. Thought Space Wānanga is a facilitated process framed within Māori cultural protocols, designed to help indigenous Māori researchers meet that aspiration.
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1. Introduction

Kaupapa Māori: A Decolonising Approach to Research Translation

The paper provides a discussion of key ideas around indigenous notions of knowledge sharing, co-production of Indigenous knowledge, knowledge translation and the specific challenges for indigenous researchers whose work is framed by indigenous knowledge and methodologies. It explains the design and structure of Thought Space Wānanga, with an example of how it was used in this research project, and provides a critical discussion of a designed method that keeps to the principles of indigenous methodologies while meeting the challenges related to achieving greater translation of research into useful outcomes. The first part of the paper brings together a discussion about Indigenous methodologies, knowledge translation and kaupapa Māori. The second half of the paper discusses the principles of a Thought Space Wānanga. The paper concludes with a brief discussion of the policy context for Māori research.

One of the key dimensions of indigenous methodologies is an explicit intention to connect with and serve the interests of indigenous communities and share research knowledge with those who helped create it, as an acknowledgement of their tino rangatiratanga or self-determining status and as an expression of the principle of reciprocity (Smith 1999). Furthermore, knowledge sharing helps...
communities to share their knowledge directly in modes and media that they control with other communities, without the researcher as the expert mediator of knowledge or the funding agency, which in most cases in New Zealand is the Government, accumulating knowledge that perpetuates a view that the settler state knows what is best for Indigenous Peoples (Moewaka Barnes et al. 2011). The idea of sharing knowledge is informed by some powerful indigenous concepts about collective well-being, collective responsibility and collective accountability (Morton Ninomiya et al. 2017). Knowledge sharing positions the knowledge gained through the direct participation of Indigenous participants as a potential collective benefit.

Indigenous motivations for knowledge sharing also come from colonial experiences that have excluded Indigenous Peoples from access to knowledge, have used knowledge to erase Indigenous experiences, and have denied that Indigenous Peoples are creators of knowledge (Moewaka Barnes et al. 2011; Smylie 2011). Knowledge sharing has become a way to cut across relations of power, not by ‘talking up to power’ but by talking across power to each other, enhancing connections and relationships. Sharing knowledge is a strategy for decolonizing the ways in which knowledge institutions create rules and norms around such things as research translation or research impact. Shared knowledge is expressed through a range of approaches that have enhanced community engagement strategies and encouraged the publication and performance of materials that report back to the community as a key audience and end-user of research (Cooper and Dreidger 2018). It is a given in many indigenous methods, especially in health and education, that knowledge sharing strategies are co-designed with communities at the start of a project, are considered part of relationship building and are hardwired into the research methodology (Lavallee 2009). The use of film, multi-media, digital and social media platforms and performance alongside the more typical forms of publication have made this aspect a very exciting space for indigenous knowledge sharing.

2. The Epistemic Possibilities for the Translation of Indigenous Research

There are many excellent examples of indigenous research influencing indigenous organizational development, capacity building, service delivery and cultural revitalization strategies (Mertens et al. 2013). There are far fewer examples of indigenous research, meaning research applying indigenous methodologies, undertaken by indigenous researchers with indigenous communities, influencing public policy agencies or changing the practices of the professional groups most likely to interact with indigenous communities, such as health and education professionals, psychologists, judges and lawyers, law enforcement and corrections officials. An exception to this is the work of Mason Durie (1994, 1998, 2001, 2006) in New Zealand, whose research has targeted Māori health and well-being. The more common experience involves settler state governments applying knowledge from somewhere else and imposing it on Indigenous communities (Moewaka Barnes et al. 2011) or appropriating cultural concepts in programme designs and interventions and then slowly erasing their indigenous elements and origins; for example, the Family Group Conference Model in New Zealand or Sentencing Circles in Canada. To illustrate this latter, point Family Group Conferences were developed in New Zealand in 1989, based on Māori cultural concepts of mediation, and have been applied across the world as an innovative community and family centered restorative practice. However, no reference is made to the indigenous philosophies, rational and practices that made them so innovative (McElrea 1998; Hillebrengt et al. 2018).

In the wider research literature, the term ‘knowledge translation’ is more familiar than knowledge sharing. It is a term more frequently used in the health, science and technology, business and public policy areas. Introduction of the term is attributed to the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR), which originally defined it as “the exchange, synthesis and ethically-sound application of knowledge—within a complex system of interactions among researchers and users—to accelerate the capture of the benefits of research for Canadians through improved health, more effective services and products, and a strengthened health care system” (Canadian Institutes of Health Research [CIHR] 2004, p. 2). This definition captures the emphasis that neoliberal public policy approaches take in
relation to demonstrating value for money from public investment in research through improved health outcomes, improved services, innovative and effective health products and a strong health care system. Other approaches have expanded this definition and applied it to domains and sectors beyond public health research.

Knowledge translation definitions, of which there are many, tend to emphasize processes and pathways through which knowledge produced by research is translated from one form to another, so it is made ready for policy, practice outcomes, technology transfer and commercialization opportunities (Strauss et al. 2009). This has also been defined as the ‘know-action’ gap (CIHR 2004). However, these processes are problematic because the knowledge users are themselves fraught with complexities and dynamics that offer no guarantee or assured outcomes and no ‘soft-landing’ for knowledge. Next-user and end-user expectations can often be simplistic and instrumental; it is as if the process resembles a production line from input to output, which is linear, unidirectional, time bound and delivered in a ‘ready to use package’ (Alvarez et al. 2010). Those who write about knowledge translation as a ‘thing in itself’, or as a particular problem area for creating a knowledge economy, see it as a dynamic, challenging, often circular and multidirectional process at its best (Rich 2001).

Translating knowledge goes well beyond the more traditional notion of research dissemination. It counters the liberal academic idea that research should simply be published in a peer-reviewed journal and ‘taken up’ by others in whatever form they may choose without any direct researcher engagement or responsibility. In the New Zealand context, there have been explicit requirements for researchers to address such items as ‘implementation pathways’, ‘proposed economic impacts’, ‘knowledge implementation plans’ and ‘technology transfer’ in project proposals. These requirements have forced researchers to either take greater responsibility for the post-research process or to share responsibility for the research as a whole. Some of the practical strategies that have been used by researchers are to negotiate formal agreements with stakeholders around intellectual property; undertake direct engagement with Government agencies to align their research with policy cycles; and to produce user-friendly resources.

In decolonizing and Indigenous research methodologies, knowledge and ways of knowing as epistemological and ontological concepts are held together in a productive tension. Indeed, some indigenous languages may not differentiate the epistemological from the ontological as the words for knowledge and knowing may be the same. An example of this will be discussed later, around the concept of Wānanga. Knowledge sharing and knowledge reciprocity value the collective responsibility for knowledge as it journeys and shifts shape and form, from empirical to spiritual, from story to policy, from evidence to performance, from report to dialogue, from protest to policy. Knowledge sharing honours the connection between the people who helped produce the knowledge and the diverse forms into which knowledge can be transformed (Cram and Mertens 2015). Knowledge is considered part of the relational world and an important dimension of transforming colonial conditions and informing decolonizing futures (Moewaka Barnes et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2016; Tuck et al. 2018).

3. Kaupapa Māori Co-Production of Knowledge

Indigenous research approaches grapple with two interwoven threads of inquiry. The first is based on self-determination and indigenous sovereignty, and the second on decolonizing knowledge and systems (Smith 1999). The self-determination and sovereignty line of enquiry focuses on such things as Indigenous knowledge, methodologies, language and cultural revitalization, indigenous nationhood, governance and well-being, Indigenous philosophies, visions, aspirations and the exercise of Indigenous rights. The second approach focuses on reframing knowledge systems, engagement and participation with systems of the settler nation state, recognition of Indigenous rights, reconciliation strategies, social justice and wider social and economic transformation.

The role of knowledge is critical in both threads of inquiry. The international literature uses terms such as traditional knowledge, traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), Indigenous knowledge, local knowledge and tribal knowledge (Smith et al. 2016; UNESCO 2019). Traditional knowledge
includes diverse types of knowledge, not just the knowledge of Indigenous Peoples, and is generally viewed as understandings and practices that are passed down mostly unchanged over generations. It is the knowledge that pre-dates research and modernity. Traditional ecological knowledge is the specific field of ecological environmental knowledge that has been documented by ecologists, biologists and environmental scientists. Indigenous knowledge is explicitly linked to the emergence of an international Indigenous rights movement, the UN Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and recognition as self-determining Peoples (Mead and Ratuva 2007; Posey 2004).

A critical understanding in relation to Indigenous knowledge is that Indigenous Peoples have continued to create and produce knowledge despite the impacts of colonization (Smylie 2011; Smith et al. 2016). While their cultural and social adaptation strategies for survival have been dismissed as evidence of the demise of their knowledge and loss of identity, they have in fact integrated new knowledge, new places, new relations, new circumstances and new references into what and how they know. Those Indigenous Peoples who still survive to claim their identity did not suddenly stop knowing, imagining or creating stories, narratives, meanings and insights. This idea is summed up nicely in the question asked by Lear in his book Radical Hope Ethics if the Face of Cultural Devastation (Lear 2008)—What do we do ethically when faced with complete cultural devastation? As answered more than a hundred years ago in a Māori haka, Ka mate, ka mate, ka ora, ka ora. We die, we die or we live, we live. By living we continue to breathe, to dream, to create, to know and to be. Indigenous Peoples have had to rely upon the conceptual resources, instructions, wisdom and tenacity of their ancestors to survive colonization. It has taken more than resilience and resistance and its cost has been devastating for Indigenous languages, cultures and nations.

Understanding these points opens possibilities for contemplating Indigenous knowledge as constantly evolving, with the potential to create and co-create new Indigenous knowledge that fits with our times and contexts while remaining connected to our values and identities. Co-design, co-production, participatory action and Indigenous research approaches provide methods and strategies that facilitate, and at their best ignite the emergence of new research knowledge and new Indigenous knowledge (Parsons et al. 2016). In the wider context, co-design and co-production are strategies used across different development projects, professional and institutional domains, science and policy, and real-life change programmes involving multi-disciplines, multi-stakeholders multi-funders and multi-next users. (Jasanoff 2004) In most cases where Indigenous communities are involved in co-production, the aim is to facilitate opportunities for Indigenous knowledge to inform the production. Indigenous communities are not normally the hosts of co-production projects and Indigenous knowledge is not normally the ‘norm’ knowledge in the room. A Kaupapa Māori approach to co-production assumes that Māori are the principal hosts and Māori cultural protocols will inform the taken-for-granted social processes of any gathering of stakeholders and experts; that Māori knowledge is a critical part of the discussion and designing of solutions; and that Māori participation includes but is not limited to formal and ceremonial processes.

The knowledge translation challenge for decolonial and Indigenous methodologies is to ensure that research knowledge has a positive transformative impact for Indigenous communities and contributes to Indigenous aspirations for self-determination and well-being (Moewaka Barnes et al. 2011; Smith 2012). If public policy agencies struggle to cater for, engage with and provide active support for Indigenous concerns, how then does Decolonizing and Indigenous Research get heard, engaged with and included in policy making? Put more simply, how does decolonial and Indigenous research talk up to Power? And how can Power engage with Indigenous knowledge in productive ways to create social benefits? Similar questions can be framed around influencing practice, system behaviour, intervention and programme designs, product development, service delivery, evaluation approaches, community knowledge and public understandings.
4. Thought Space Wānanga: Principles and Protocols

Thought Space Wānanga is based on principles of Kaupapa Māori theory and research, and other indigenous methodologies, including Indigenous principles and protocols around respect, relevance, reciprocity, and responsibility (Kirkness and Barnhardt 2001; Pihama 2012). Kaupapa Māori research principles, as first articulated by Smith, (Smith 2005) identify the importance of indigenous identity, stories and knowledge, relationships and collective responsibilities, the need for research to address and mediate the challenges we face, the normality of being Māori or being indigenous, and the significance of Māori cultural protocols and language.

The relational dimensions of Indigenous knowledge, ways of knowing and being, and relationships between humans and their environments are critical to the design values of Thought Space Wānanga. The Māori word wānanga is used as both a noun and a verb. As a noun, it is defined as tribal knowledge including philosophy, as an instructor and wise person and as a seminar, conference or forum. A Whare Wānanga is a traditional institution of learning and describes the formal teaching and learning philosophies, pedagogies and protocols that were practiced when the wānanga was in session. As a verb it means to meet, to discuss, to deliberate. A shorthand way, in the English language, of understanding this dual use is that a wānanga is a space/place that people attend to wānanga about a topic of focus. Pohatu and Warmenhoven (2007, p. 120) say that “through wānanga we are able to reflect and (be) reminded of our place in the universe”. They highlight that Wānanga provide a culturally determined space for the wise transmission of knowledge and that Wānanga disrupt and decolonize traditional western methods by positioning the collective production of knowledge as central, including knowledge translation, rather than just relying on research outputs and a repositioning of researcher/researched relationships.

We have drawn on the protocols, structure, processes and wise practices of community-based wānanga that have been used for generations, to conceptualize a contemporary space/process to share research knowledge. We envisaged the space as one that would stimulate policy and practice discussions and co-design effective translational strategies for communities. Wise practices offer a more inclusive approach to Indigenous ideas about good practices (Stout 2017). These ideas have been refined through a series of research projects that have considered ways to reinvigorate the exercise of Indigenous intellectual and cognitive sovereignty and affirm a decolonizing of the mind (Smith 2018). The protocols of Thought Space Wānanga include mihimihi or greetings; karakia or acknowledgements; whakawhanaungatanga or relationship building; a commitment to the kaupapa (purpose of the Wānanga); kai (food); and poroporoaki (closure, reflections and farewells). Each protocol is considered critical to transitioning people through time and space to make the Wānanga and each participant open and ready intellectually, emotionally, spiritually, socially and relationally. In a Māori community context, these protocols can be more or less formal and long, or more or less informal and brief; in other words, they vary according to specific Iwi contexts and circumstances. Rather than seek to fix cultural protocols in contemporary contexts as if Māori culture is one-dimensional, we have evolved our protocols using a ‘more or less’ approach based on our context and circumstances, our participants and our resources.

The thought space dimension signifies that the expectations of the Wānanga are for participants to engage in active and collective thinking and problem solving; not just ‘talk’. While in Wānanga, or in session, tikanga (practices and protocols) dictate the expectation that what is said in the room stays in the room. The participants are invited because of their expertise as professionals, policy analysts, leaders of providers, key influencers in Government agencies and community activists. The protocols of the Wānanga create a space that is safe and in which participants are free to think openly and outside their specific organizational employment roles.

5. Structuring the Thought Space Wānanga

Thought Space Wānanga can be planned as a sharply focused 3-h session or expanded to a 2-day session, depending on the scope of the topic. The session is facilitated by a senior researcher who
guides the participants through the whole process. After the opening protocols, the facilitator sets out the expectations and the plan for the day. The session typically begins with a stimulus presentation that goes through the research and offers tentative, mostly high-level findings. Sometimes an international expert in the field has been invited to set a wider context for Indigenous Peoples. This is effective in widening the frame of reference for participants beyond their experiences and immediate concerns. The thinking work of the participants is set by the facilitator, who leads the Wānanga through a series of group activities designed to synthesize knowledge, explore applications, identify limitations and highlight other possible scenarios. The intentions are to provoke deep-level thinking, test the credibility of the findings at a practice level and then apply that thinking to specific contexts, which may be policy, provider, community or practitioner oriented. The activities are designed as short, intense bursts, each lasting about an hour. The senior researcher’s role is to guide participants into a mode of deep thinking by preparing the participants from the start and leading them through the process. The team have found that the challenge to reaching a state of deep thinking is not the length of time but the ability to ensure that every participant is ‘present’ in the wānanga.

Some of the Kaupapa Māori and decolonizing pedagogical tools that may be used during a Wānanga include sessions on the relevant mātauranga concepts; framing and reframing of language and discourse; indigenous story work; building transforming agenda; collective ownership and leadership; solutions focused for providers, clinicians, community organizations, and government agencies; and developing more powerful media strategies. Activities take place with large or small groups, which may be specially selected by the research team, or randomly brought together, or may involve the entire Wānanga, including support staff.

In one example of a Thought Space Wānanga, we invited 150 participants through the networks of providers working in the area of trauma informed care. These networks included Māori and other social service workers, portfolio managers from Government Agencies, individual professionals and social media contacts. The research project that was the focus of the Wānanga was coming to an end and the research team were able to present tentative ideas and findings to participants for feedback. Participants could also question and think about the relevance or implications of the project for their work. They were able to ask questions about the methods and limitations of the research.

Professor Linda Tuhiiwai Smith facilitated the Wānanga and took participants through a series of group discussions designed to share their own work with each other, synthesize their learnings from earlier speakers, critically discuss their own theories of practice and practices of theory, and co-design some new practice and policy strategies. The participants had different professional roles; for example, health workers, home health carers, drug and alcohol counsellors, psychologists, social service provider managers, Government policy analysts, elders and community advocates. The discussion groups were self-selected initially and then augmented with smaller groups merged into larger groupings. The role of the facilitator was important in stimulating the discussions and taking everyone through a process with expected outcomes. This included being clear about respecting each other, sharing from an open-hearted place, and working together to design solutions. The cultural values were embedded with the use of Māori language. Evaluation forms were given out at the end of the Wānanga.

In Kaupapa Māori and Indigenous research, there is a very powerful driver to translate research into positive and transformative outcomes for Indigenous Peoples, nations, communities, and families (Chillisa 2011; Robson and Harris 2007; Wallerstein and Duran 2006). Being committed to sharing knowledge and translating research into direct and positive transforming outcomes is something researchers have to express, think through and anticipate in their projects (Smith 1999; Tuck 2009). The research is also expected to answer questions the Indigenous community may have rather than questions the settler state has, using methods that communities find meaningful and relevant. This is a critical intent of Indigenous research (Smith 1999). Therefore, we must provide a range of translation activities that align to the aspirations of Indigenous communities. We have seen an increase in creative processes such as art exhibitions, digital storytelling, children’s storytelling and feature documentaries as knowledge translation processes and outputs. These processes are decolonizing in that the focus of
such knowledge translation prioritizes Indigenous communities rather than settler state governments and their agencies. The Thought Space Wānanga process used in this project is one such mechanism, through which the research team sought to ensure that engagement with government agencies, social service providers and organisations and those involved in policy development was a purposeful part of the research translation process.

6. Māori Research and Public Policy

In Aotearoa, the main ‘official’ driver for improving research translation is the government and research funding mechanisms. As the largest funder of research, the government wants to see ‘value for money’ and a translation of publicly funded research into wealth in this country. This approach clearly links knowledge creation to wealth creation and is a view embedded in the embrace of neo-liberal economic thinking by successive governments. Knowledge creation for its own sake is supported through only source of one funding, while most funded research is expected to deliver outcomes and impacts. In this environment, research institutions have had to build infrastructures with dedicated resources to support research translation. Most of the effort and support is in the commercialization space, with an emphasis on intellectual property, technology transfer and the development of startup companies.

In the social space, there is also an expectation that research will provide evidence for social policies. The notion of evidence-based public policy is as much a driver for research translation as is commercialization. However, as many others have noted already, the pathways from research to public policy are not straightforward across domains ranging from health to science and technology (Boaz et al. 2011; Jasanoﬀ 2009). As argued by Boaz et al. (2011) in terms of health research ‘challenges remain in translating research into policies and practices that improve patient care.’ Similarly, Jasanoﬀ (2009) addresses the challenges for policy makers to draw on science knowledge to inform their work. Indeed, what constitutes ‘evidence’ and how evidence stacks up against political campaign promises is part of what is contested in the process of making or changing policy. There are multiple reasons why research and policy may be disconnected from each other. Research currently relevant to policy may have been completed years ago or not undertaken at all because the questions are new. New research may present findings and implications for which there is no obvious policy agenda. The government has other priorities. Research may be answering questions government has no interest in resolving. Policy officials may not see the implications of research in their work, or have a strong view of what research they need to consider and what research is not worthy of their attention. Ministers of Government, Parliamentary Select Committees, Government Reviews, Commissions and the sheer churn of policy work makes for a dynamic context in which research itself may not be a priority. This all assumes, of course, that science, truth and reliable knowledge actually matter in national and international governance, which is not a stable proposition in many countries.

In seeking to influence policy change on a national level it may seem natural that all three drivers of translation: government economic policies, government social policies, and Indigenous research, would converge seamlessly into a synergy of translation. However, as other Indigenous researchers have stated, the relationship between a settler state government and Indigenous Peoples is deeply problematic (Coulthard 2014). A relationship forged in contexts of invasion, war, colonization, assimilation, cultural destruction, Treaty betrayals, the seizing of lands, and forced removal of children, which have continued through to the 21st Century without seriously addressing Indigenous rights, is not the best formula for working together to co-produce policy for mutual benefit. Even in countries like New Zealand, which have undertaken a number of Treaty of Waitangi Settlements with Iwi (Māori tribes/collectives) and have had some history of engaging in Māori ideas and language, there remains a fundamental failure to address the core structural issues that challenge the assumption of settler state sovereignty. Research that is led by Māori and engages with Māori communities is still marginalized by Government agencies, despite their claims to be creating evidence-based policy. Even when included in policy discussions and invited as experts to participate in making policy representing ‘the Māori
voice’ is inevitably part of an asymmetrical process that consigns Māori research and ideas to a limited array of speaking parts.

7. Summary

Thought Space Wānanga provides a space within research to engage in Kaupapa Māori methods in the knowledge translation and dissemination space. It is important to share this process as an example of decolonising and transforming knowledge translation as it has had a significant impact on the sharing of the findings of this research with a wide range of Māori groups and organisations that are engaged in providing support in the area of trauma healing. There are opportunities and constructive challenges in facilitating conversations with a diverse group of participants, even when they are mostly Māori or Indigenous. One of the significant challenges was related to the roles and boundaries of the many professional groups who work in the trauma informed care arena. These professions, including social work, nursing, psychology, counselling and medicine, are governed by their professional codes of conduct, professionally guarded paradigms of care and protocols for working together in western clinical contexts. These relationships often function within a hierarchy of status in clinical settings, although demarcated by their distinct specialisms. If not invited explicitly to think above and beyond their professional backgrounds the potential to ‘talk past each other’ or ‘talk around each other’ can be very limiting. For those outside that matrix of professions, including clients and the victims of trauma, the boundaries and discourses can be difficult to understand and frustrating to unpack. This can be even more profound for Māori and ‘Other’ groups who are generally seen by mostly white professionals.

Māori social service providers that are not western-based clinics generally seek holistic and collaborative approaches grounded in kaupapa Māori protocols and practices, and there is a greater insistence that professionals work collaboratively. Mātauranga Māori and tikanga (practices) were used to reframe the conceptual and discursive way ‘the problem of trauma’ was defined in current trauma informed care practice. Participants were invited to think in a relational, indigenous and Māori knowledge framework, and to use that thinking to generate insights into the ways in which trauma work involves relational concepts and care strategies. These include different epistemic understandings of western ideas about mind/body, individual/collective, self/other, illness/wellness, and dependence/independence. The task is not to ditch current good practices but to understand why many good practices do not work well with Māori and to adapt and incorporate, if not transform, their practice models. Thought Space Wānanga provides an opportunity to reach deeply into the collective skills present in the Wānanga to co-design new strategies that can be taken back or taken up to their work settings.

One of the significant opportunities provided by the Wānanga was to share knowledge and practice across contexts. Policy experts were able to feed in current or new policy thinking and suggest ways to influence policy discussions. Providers were able to share their experiences with funding or sustainability issues in their organisations and discuss strategies of mutual benefit. All groups had many stories to tell about their successes and frustrations. The process of infusing policy and provider thinking with the ideas and findings from the research was useful as a translation process but clearly more has to happen to shepherd research findings all the way through to impact.

What happened next? This particular Thought Space Wānanga provoked immediate responses from some participants who were senior leaders in their organizations. Some of the providers sought permission to use our kaupapa Māori framework in their practices. Other providers became proactive in providing professional development for their staff so they could engage in Kaupapa Māori trauma informed care strategies. The research team were invited by policy agencies to present their research and hold a symposium in Wellington where public policy agencies are located, so that more colleagues could attend. One discursive change that Māori research has influenced more broadly is the wider use of terms such as intergenerational historic trauma, trauma informed healing and the linking of colonial actions to trauma and healing in the 21st Century.
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